Launching her Brand New Nail Gel
"NEWS FLASH !!
Tammy Taylor is Launching her Brand New
Nail Gel"
"My goal for over 20 years has been to perfect nail
gels for you; and finally with the new breakthroughs
in technology over the last 6 months I have been
able to achieve this goal."

The New Tammy Taylor Soak Off UV Nail Gel is for
everyone who does not wear acrylic nails.
It is especially Perfect for your Natural Nails, because there is no filing, drilling or
damage and it promotes growing, long, strong natural nails.
Turn the weakest, softest, nail bitten or most brittle natural nails into beautiful strong
nails.
Have your Nail Tech do one Tammy Taylor Gel Overlay on your
natural nail as a trial nail and I guarantee you will want to have
all of your nails done.

"Click Here to See a Slide Show of Tammy
demonstrating her New Gel"

"Tammy Taylor Soak-Off Nail Gel" is a Flexible, NonOdor, (U.V.. cure), Color Nail Gel System
Available in many beautiful French Manicure colors, and
will soon be available in an array of beautiful Fashion
colors.

A DRILL IS NEVER USED to remove Tammy Taylor Soak-Off Nail Gel it soaks off
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easily with acetone, or any artificial nail remover.

"Tammy Taylor Soak-Off Nail Gel" on natural fingernails:


Use "Tammy Taylor Soak-Off Nail Gel" especially as an alternative to manicures
on natural nails



"Tammy Taylor Soak-Off Nail Gel" is especially great for clients with thin natural
nails, damaged natural nails, split natural nails, long natural nails, flexible natural
nails, and brittle natural nails



Clients who could never grow their own beautiful natural nails before can now
have beautiful natural nails with "Tammy Taylor Soak-Off Nail Gel"

"Tammy Taylor Soak-Off Nail Gel" characteristics:






















Flexible, so it flexes with the natural nail and does not cause any pressure on the nail
bed
Very light feeling and thin, so the client feels NO tightness or heaviness
If you are used to having natural nails and only wear polish, you will not feel any different
than when wearing polish, except your nails will be stronger and more beautiful
There is no damage done to the natural nail
Natural nails grow out fast and beautiful
Easy to apply for a smooth, flawless and shiny nail
NO filing needed for overlays on natural nails
Very gentle on the natural nail, promoting healthy natural nail growth
Shiny finish, and without the use of polish or buffing
Strong and Durable, even when applied thin like polish
No fumes, vapors or odors
Very easy to file and flexible, so no drills ever needed
Over 50% LESS heat than conventional gels
Does not get brittle
Non-yellowing
Does not chip away at the free-edge
Makes a crisp smile line for French Manicures
Non-lifting formula for excellent adhesion
Use for fingernails and toenails
Crystal clear clarity
Stays shiny and smooth like glass
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